Abstract. This paper reviews the primary reference field at 60.96 cm from core centreline and re-examines the reference environment with improved characterizations of the reactor structure, test fixtures and also addresses some smaller issues of non-tracking calculations by monte carlo methods with various cross section set generations. We are also addressing long standing issues of absolute normalization of integral fluence based on the original characterizations of the facility diagnostic instrumentation.
Introduction
It is important that the reactor community be able to accurately describe the radiation environment delivered to users of the facility. The original characterization of the MoLLY-G fast burst reactor was performed by Edgerton, Germeshausen & Grier (EG&G) [1] in the early 1960s. During the mid-1970s, users of the fast burst test reactors in the USA noticed inconsistent results during tests involving multiple facilities. Efforts to understand the role of dosimetry included simultaneous neutron spectrum and transistor damage measurement in a variety of test environments [2] . In the mid-1980s a renewed effort to improve the radiation environment characterization and standardization of test methods between the three US test reactor dosimetry laboratories [3] was begun.
While the effort to establish continuity between test facilities was under way, the parameters defining the environment were being updated. During the past thirty years, the silicon displacement damage/1 MeV equivalence, Shape Index and Hardness Parameter have changed several times as a result of improved nuclear data.
Background
The WSMR MoLLY-G reactor has a long history of use in many areas of nuclear research, development, testing, and evaluation. As an un-moderated, un-reflected, bare-critical assembly, it provides a slightly degraded fission spectrum. The assembly is operated in a 15.2 by 15.2 by 6.1 meter exposure cell constructed of thick concrete walls lined by gypsum and borated gypsum wall-board. The wall, floor, and ceiling neutron return component adds a 1/E tail to the primary fission leakage component. The primary reference spectrum for the facility has been the position 60.96 cm from the core centerline. This location has been documented since 1976 [4] , and has been extensively re-evaluated through the years [5, 6] , both experimentally and by calculation. It serves as the basis for comparison to the exposure environments of other facilities and when used as the reference spectrum in national standards. This location is an optimal blend of distance from the source reducing the errors of experimental location for larger or unwieldy test items while maintaining the clean neutron spectrum with a well defined wall-return element. This location is particularly well suited to the primary mission of the facility, which is the exposure of electronic systems to intense neutron fields. Recently, use of the 15.24 cm location has increased significantly for testing. This is a report on the first steps to re-evaluate the reference test location for the facility and expand the scope of programs that can be supported with an increased confidence for additional locations equally well characterized.
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Facility Characterizations
Sulfur Metrics
The original characterization data was taken in 1964 by EG&G. Calibration of the sulphur activation monitors at that time was made by exposing the sulfur pellets ( 32 S (n,p) 32 P) to 14 MeV neutrons from deuterium-tritium accelerators. Since 1980 the counting system has been calibrated by direct flux transfer methods using the National Institute of Standards and Technology, NIST, 252 Cf reference fields [7] . Figure 1 In addition to the horizontal exposure of sulfur pellets surrounding the machine for a radial representation, we also exposed in a vertical configuration. The vertical exposure, Fig. 2 , was made with two stands placed 17.8 cm from core center and 180 degrees apart. The locations placed the stands adjacent to one control rod and the opposite stand was adjacent to a bolt. Each stand held eleven sulfur pellets with the center of the first pellet 1.27 cm above the test 
Fission Yield Normalization
Throughout the history of operations of the MoLLY-G, there has always been the requirement to provide a consistently reproducible radiation environment for life-cycle tests which may be performed over several years and for comparison with similar facilities. The simplest measure, from an operations perspective, is to record the power levels and integrated power during steady state operations and some measure of peak power in pulsed operations. For the steady state mode of operations, the reactor power is monitored by a pair of power channels mounted on the exposure cell wall, approximately 7.6 meters away from the core. There are a number of factors that could interfere with consistent measurements made by compensated ion chambers. These include calibration and adjustment of the chambers inside their polyethylene shield and large experiments modifying the overall radiation environment in the cell, causing the detector to incorrectly interpret scattered radiation as direct radiation. Large experiments surrounding the core could also shield the detectors from measuring some fraction of the leakage radiation. For pulsed operations, the output of the reactor is proportional to the temperature rise in the core and can be measured by thermocouples. The thermocouples are not affected by changing external environments as are the power channels, but can provide suspect data as the contact between the thermocouple housing and the fuel can vary as the core suffers thermal shock during a series of pulses.
Reactor surveillance, maintenance, and calibration procedures minimize errors in reactor diagnostics to a great degree, but there have been a number of determinations of yield per fission and yield per observable diagnostic signal through the years. This resulted in differences in the measured fluence compared to reactor diagnostic. Calibration of dosimetry detector systems has undergone improvement through the years and has also contributed to the question of output of the reactor versus yield as measured by facility diagnostics.
The initial characterization of the radiation environment occurred immediately after the reactor was put into service in 1964. EG&G published a comprehensive report detailing careful measurement of the neutron environment, reactor performance, and health physics measurements throughout the facility. Included as part of those measurements were fission yield determinations in both steady state and pulsed mode. EG&G used 1.45 leakage neutrons/fission and 190 MeV per fission to determine the integrated power output resulting value of 5.07 kW-min per 1.0×10 16 fissions in a steady state operation. For pulsed operations, they determined a burst corresponding to 1.0×10 16 fissions resulted in a temperature 01006-p.3
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• C, as measured by a reference thermocouple in the core. Their measurements were based on plutonium fission foils to determine fluence greater than 10 keV and sulfur activation monitors to determine fluence greater than 3 MeV.
Our MCNP [8, 9] calculations normalize data per fission neutron in k-code mode or per source neutron in fixed source mode. Using the original normalization constants determined by EG&G has always resulted in some degree of offset in measured versus calculated spectra and fluence as measured by some activation foil monitors. Some discrepancy is due to the difference in sulfur calibration method. However, data collected since 1980 have shown that the reactor diagnostic providing power level vs. yield has remained very constant. The current experiments used sulfur activation monitors which are counted on a gas flow proportional counter. Since 1980, the yield per kW-min has stayed constant within about 2%, including all power level calibrations, gas flow proportional calibrations, and experimental errors. Figure 3 directly compares an early MCNP calculation with the original data collected by EG&G using the original yield normalization factor. The agreement was very good with MCNP, only slightly over-predicting the fluence per fission. However, when compared to contemporary steady state measurement, the MCNP calculation will over-predict > 3 MeV by more than 20%.
Using the original EG&G data for equivalent 1.0×10 16 fission operations, the ratio of temperature rise in the core during a pulse to the steady state power level gives 4.79
• C/kW-min. For contemporary measurements ( > 3 MeV per degree temp. rise and > 3 MeV per measured kW-min), that ratio is 4.044
• C/kW-min, a change of about 15%. Based on the best available measurements, and detailed MCNP calculations for the experimental conditions with updated ENDF/B [10] cross sections, we have estimated a more appropriate set of yield normalizations listed in Table 1 . The fission normalization constants in Table 1 are derived by normalizing calculated fluence with experimentally determined temperature rises and integrated power indicated by facility instrumentation. th ISRD
Shape Index & Hardness Parameter
An important parameter that provides a means of comparison of relative spectral shapes is the spectral index or the shape index. Spectral index is often used when comparing ratios of spectrum average cross sections for various facilities or sources. As a measurable quantity, it has the advantage of being directly measured and is simply a ratio of integral detector responses. The spectral index is widely used for inter-comparison environments of various facilities and comparisons to benchmark fields [7] .
For tests involving the effects of neutron radiation on silicon devices, a more convenient set of comparison metrics have evolved through the years [3, 11, 12] .
(1)
(E) = incident neutron fluence spectrum F D,mat (E) = neutron displacement damage function for the irradiated material (displacement damage per unit fluence) as a function of energy F D,Eref,mat = displacement damage reference value designated for the irradiated material and for the specified energy, Eref.
For routine exposures, the neutron fluence is measured by activating sulfur monitors which provide the neutron fluence greater than 3 MeV. The 1-MeV equivalent fluence for silicon displacement damage is then found using the experimentally dependent shape index and hardness parameter. The original limits of integration were 10 keV and 18 MeV since most of the displacement damage in silicon devices occurs at energies of 10 keV or greater and the original ASTM standard only provided displacement damage function data between 10 keV and 18 MeV.
More recently, we have used Shape Index and re-defined the Hardness Parameter to include the damage caused by lower energy neutrons with the integration limits now below thermal neutron energy and extending to 20 MeV for silicon. In practice, the integration limits can still be chosen as E min and E max providing they give the same result as if the integrations were from 0 to ∞.
Our assessment of the general shape of the neutron spectrum has changed slightly through the years because of increased accuracy in the activation foil measurements and the continuous updating of the cross section libraries [13, 14] . The last major update to the shape of the damage function occurred in the mid-1980s with a rather significant change to the value of F D,Eref for silicon. The impact of change to the test communities can be significant. The value of F D,1−MeV,Si during the lifetime of the MoLLY-G reactor has changed from 78 MeV-mb in 1978, 84 MeV-mb in 1986, and is now 95 MeV-mb. This has been the primary reason the 1-MeV Equivalence of the test spectrum has changed from 1.12 to its current value of 0.867. Current reference data for selected test positions are provided in Table 2 .
When reviewing older exposure data, it is important to take into account the changes resulting from altering the definition of the parameters which determine the 1-MeV equivalence of the test exposure. Special care must be taken to account for changes for the F D,1−MeV,Si reference value.
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Improvements to Predictive Modelling
MoLLY-G
Various codes have been used for calculations for the MoLLY-G. The early 2-dimensional calculations were run with the Two-Tran discrete ordinates codes [15] . These calculations were used mostly during the design phase of the reactor core. Later calculations using DOT-III [15] improved the definition of the radiation environment external to the core and included a two-dimension representation of the reactor exposure cell [4] . These model improvements proved to be very useful in estimating the neutron spectra external to the core and the effects of the environment. In the mid 1980s, MCNP became one of the standard codes for simulation modelling at WSMR. With increased computer capability, we improved the model of the MoLLY-G facility, Fig. 4 . The exposure room configuration has remained constant through the years. We are currently updating the detail of the reactor core, the reactor support stand, and current experimental exposure table. Additional changes are in process for a new experimental table, experimental framework, and safety shroud. As these changes are finalized, we propose to perform detailed calculations and experiments of the new reference environments.
Cross-Section Sets ENDF/B-V, B-VI, B-VII
A simplified reactor core model has been used for evaluating the effect of changing cross section data. MCNP has been used since the 1980s with a variety of cross sections, beginning with ENDL [16] early ENDF/B libraries, and special Los Alamos evaluations. Through the history of calculations up through ENDF/B-V, the variations in our calculated spectra were almost unobservable. This is true both for calculations of the simple early models of the core through the more detailed models of the core in the exposure cell. However, beginning with ENDF/B-VI, small variations in the spectra were observed. Calculated k eff values also did not track beginning with B-VI. The current version of the MCNP code is distributed with B-VII cross sections. Simple initial comparisons show the B-VII based calculations are tracking with the B-VI based calculations. Figure 5 shows a comparison of a region near the peak of the fission spectrum. The spectrum based on the B-V cross sections peaks about 5 to 10% higher than similar calculations with B-VI and B-VII cross sections. Additional runs with the B-VI and B-VII cross section sets, except for replacing the 235 U cross sections with the earlier B-V based cross sections, shows the change appears to be primarily attributable to the change in 235 U cross sections. Changing other individual cross sections, for example, 238 U, did not prove to show the same effect. It is anticipated based on calculations to date, that as we update our reference spectra, the change in neutron spectra will result in changes to our response function conversion factors, with the changes being lower on the order of a few per cent. A complete set of new reference spectra folded with a variety of response functions, such as the 1-MeV Si displacement damage function will be examined in future work.
Summary
After many years of only minor changes to the evaluations of the radiation environment of the MoLLY-G reactor, changes in recommended cross section sets, facility configuration and improved capability for generating detailed models of the reactor and environment, there is a need to update our characterizations. We have compared new measurements of the neutron environment with the original data of EG&G. We have re-evaluated the neutron yield versus reactor power level calibration and burst diagnostics.
We have begun a program to update our reference environment at 60.96 cm from core centerline. This will include more detailed modelling of the reactor, the support structure and experimental fixtures. In addition to these improved models, there will be a need to establish a better configuration control mechanism to ensure the consistency required for a reference environment.
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